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Museums
Dubarova museum

www.dubarovamuseum.com

REGIONAL HISTORICAL MUSEUM - HEADQUARTER
REGIONAL HISTORICAL MUSEUM - HEADQUARTER
8000 Burgas, Slavianska St. 69
tel: +359 56 82 03 44, +359 56 84 25 82
fax: +359 56 84 25 88
email: main@burgasmuseums.bg

ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPOSITION
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ETHNOGRAPHIC EXPOSITION
8000 Burgas, Slavyanska St. 69
tel: +359 56 84 25 87
email: ethno@burgasmuseums.bg

The biggest Ethnographic Exposition in South-East Bulgaria occupies a beautiful house from the second half of
the 19th century, situated near the Cathedral St.St.Cyril and Methodius. The exposition presents the city culture
of Old Burgas. Here visitors can admire the most attractive collection of Bulgarian traditional costumes,
covering all ethnographic groups in the Burgas region, including the clothing of the Thracian refuges from the
land that nowadays is part of Greece and Turkey. Visitors can see unique festive clothing from the 19th century,
illustrating various rites and celebrations, typical for Burgas region only: ritual costumes of "Nestinarka",
"Enyov's wife", "Lazarka" and wedding clothing.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPOSITION

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPOSITION
8000 Burgas, blvd. Aleko Bogoridi 21
tel: +359 56 84 35 41
email: archeo@burgasmuseums.bg

The Archaeological Exposition of Regional Burgas Museum displays archaeological finds from prehistoric times
throughout the end of the 14th century, found in the Region of Burgas. The artefacts are related to the ancient
cities of Thrace, old Greek colonies along the Black Sea coast and the local province of the Roman Empire.
Unique exhibits presenting the history of Black Sea Shipping, gold jewellery, art objects and pottery from the
Thracian culture are the highlights of the Archaeological exposition.

The Natural History Museum in Burgas
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The Natural History Museum
8000 Burgas, Fotonov St. 3
tel: +359 56 84 32 39
e-mail: priroda@burgasmuseums.bg
The Natural History Museum in Burgas is the only one in the Southeast Black Sea Coast. Its exhibition
showcases the geo-historical development and contemporary natural diversity of Southeast Bulgaria and helps
protect the unique nature of the area. The museum includes the unique collections "The magical world of
rocks", "The flora and fauna in Strandzha Mountain", "Bird resources of the Burgas lake area".
Many educational programs use the rich database of the Museum. It offers to the young people a modern way
to learn about the biodiversity in the Burgas region through pictures and videos. For the most inquisitive
schoolchildren the Museum offers eco-club, summer eco-school, competition for the Cup of the Natural History
Museum, etc.

HISTORICAL EXPOSITION

HISTORICAL EXPOSITION
8000 Burgas, Lermontov St. 31
tel: +359 56 84 18 15
email: history@burgasmuseums.bg

This is the right place to learn more about the past and the present history of Burgas City and Region, presented
lively with photos, documents and other original exhibits. Highlight in the Historical Exposition is the collection
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of Bulgarian Renaissance icons, old printed books, manuscripts and 19th century church plate. On the second
floor, visitors can view the exhibition "Rescued treasures of European fine arts from the 18th - 20th century",
which is a result of the successful cooperation between Museum of Burgas and the local Custom Authorities. The
Historical Exposition is also preferred place for exclusive guest-exhibitions.

Opening Hours for Visitors (until 30th September) for all exposition:
http://www.burgasmuseums.bg/
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